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A B S T R A C T

Animal research aboard the Space Shuttle and International Space Station has provided vital information on the
physiological, cellular, and molecular effects of spaceflight. The relevance of this information to human
spaceflight is enhanced when it is coupled with information gleaned from human-based research. As NASA and
other space agencies initiate plans for human exploration missions beyond low Earth orbit (LEO), incorporating
animal research into these missions is vitally important to understanding the biological impacts of deep space.
However, new technologies will be required to integrate experimental animals into spacecraft design and
transport them beyond LEO in a safe and practical way. In this communication, we propose the use of metabolic
control technologies to reversibly depress the metabolic rates of experimental animals while in transit aboard the
spacecraft. Compared to holding experimental animals in active metabolic states, the advantages of artificially
inducing regulated, depressed metabolic states (called synthetic torpor) include significantly reduced mass,
volume, and power requirements within the spacecraft owing to reduced life support requirements, and miti-
gated radiation- and microgravity-induced negative health effects on the animals owing to intrinsic physiological
properties of torpor. In addition to directly benefitting animal research, synthetic torpor-inducing systems will
also serve as test beds for systems that may eventually hold human crewmembers in similar metabolic states on
long-duration missions. The technologies for inducing synthetic torpor, which we discuss, are at relatively early
stages of development, but there is ample evidence to show that this is a viable idea and one with very real
benefits to spaceflight programs. The increasingly ambitious goals of world's many spaceflight programs will be
most quickly and safely achieved with the help of animal research systems transported beyond LEO; synthetic
torpor may enable this to be done as practically and inexpensively as possible.

1. The partnership between human- and animal-based researches

Efforts to understand the biological effects of spaceflight have ty-
pically combined careful observations of both humans and non-human
animals. The combination of human- and animal-based research has
served the interests of space biomedical research community effec-
tively, addressing many important topic areas such as the effects of
space on the musculoskeletal system, the neurovestibular system, the
cardiovascular system, the vasculature of the eye, the hematopoetic
system, the immune system, the reproductive system, and metabolism.
Some of these experiments have been carried out on Earth, but the most
powerful experiments—the ones that capture the full range of space-
flight's physiological effects—are those that are carried out on research
animals in space. Certain characteristics of animal-based research such
as relatively short generation times and the allowance of invasive ex-
perimental techniques have made it amenable to understanding the

physiological, cellular, and molecular effects of spaceflight far beyond
what would be offered by human-based research alone. When these
animal-based findings are coupled with human-based findings, the re-
sult is a powerful partnership for understanding what happens when life
is extended to the space environment.

2. The challenge of taking animal research beyond low Earth orbit

The facilities aboard the International Space Station (ISS) have
made it possible to perform high quality animal research in space.
While the results of this research have helped provide sufficient con-
fidence to pursue longer duration human exploration missions beyond
low Earth orbit (LEO), including asteroid, Mars, and long-duration
lunar missions, there is still much we do not know. This includes the
mechanisms of physiological plasticity that allow humans to acclima-
tize to the space environment, how these mechanisms are optimized to
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hasten acclimatization, and how they are impacted by long durations in
deep space. Understanding these aspects of spaceflight is critically im-
portant to the success of future missions, and doing so will require a
continued reliance on animal research aboard upcoming missions. But
mass, volume, and power capacities of spacecraft design will present
significant obstacles to this by constraining the required animal housing
and life support systems.

The extent of these obstacles can be estimated using NASA's animal
enclosure module (AEM) as an example. The AEM, which was designed
for the Space Shuttle, is a self-contained rodent habitat that provides its
occupants with living space, food, water, light, and ventilation. The
system was designed to accommodate eight typical lab mice, and was
used on 23 Shuttle missions between 2001 and 2011. We can use the
capacities of this system to estimate mass, volume, and power re-
quirements of keeping experimental mice alive and healthy on a long-
duration mission beyond LEO. For mass, a mouse held within the AEM
consumes approximately 4 g of food (in the form of NASA's nutrient-
upgraded rodent food bar, NuRFB) and 4mL of water per day
(Moyer et al., 2016). For a 50-day mission with 24 mice on-board (a
reasonable sample size for a single experiment) and a 25% safety
margin, this would equate to 6 kg each of food and water. When the
three 18.72 kg AEM units are factored in (mass does not include food
and water load; NASA, 2017a), this would equate to 68.2 kg total mass.
For volume, each AEM occupies 0.055 m3 (NASA, 2017a), equating to
0.165 m3 total volume. And for power, each AEM requires a minimum
of 35.5W (NASA, 2017a), equating to 106.5W total power. Putting
these mass, volume, and power values into context, they would re-
spectively comprise 0.7%, 1.8% and 1% of total spacecraft capacities
(based on Orion specifications; NASA, 2015). These values are suffi-
ciently high to potentially exclude experimental mice, and subsequently
animal research, from the mission.

Another major problem arises from the vast distances that separate
Earth from even its neighboring planets, demanding long periods of
travel time using current or foreseeable propulsion technology. For
those aboard the spacecraft, including experimental animals, this will
prolong exposure to the space environment and negatively impact
health through continuous exposure to microgravity and space radia-
tion, as well as increase the risk of life-support system failure. Solutions
to these challenges must therefore remain effective for prolonged per-
iods of time. The current suite of proposed solutions are directed mainly
at the level of spacecraft design: thick shields incorporated into the
walls of the spacecraft habitat can protect crewmembers from ionizing
space radiation, and a rotating habitat design producing an artificial
gravitational field can mitigate the tissue-atrophying effects of micro-
gravity. While these ideas are theoretically effective, they are generally
expensive, impractical, and currently at early stages of assessment and
development. They correspondingly require a large, massive, and ex-
pensive spacecraft design, which is difficult to get off the ground both
literally and figuratively.

All told, performing animal research beyond LEO will likely require
new technologies to simultaneously limit the demands placed on
spacecraft capacities and ensure the long-term health and survival of
the animals. One technology, called synthetic torpor, has the potential
to do this.

3. Synthetic torpor as a strategy for transporting experimental
animals beyond LEO

Torpor is defined as a depression in metabolic rate below basal
metabolic rate, the level of metabolism required to maintain an awake,
resting, post-absorptive endothermic animal in its thermoneutral zone
(Guppy and Withers, 1999). This reduced rate of energy consumption
allows animals to prolong survival in environments that threaten the
balance of cellular energy supply and demand. Typically, these are
environments that lack (or are low in) some essential abiotic factor such
as food, water, heat, or oxygen. Short-term torpor bouts (<24 h) are

called daily torpor bouts, while longer-term seasonal torpor bouts
characterize hibernation (winter season) and aestivation (summer
season). In the literature, ‘torpor’ is often used synonymously with
‘daily torpor’ and in a manner that excludes hibernation/aestivation.
However, ‘torpor’ technically refers to a depressed metabolic rate, re-
gardless of whether that rate is related to daily torpor or hibernation.
We will hereafter use ‘torpor’ to refer to any state of metabolic de-
pression, and where appropriate will clearly distinguish daily torpor-
related torpor bouts from hibernation-related torpor bouts.

Many animal groups contain species that are capable of torpor [e.g.,
arthropods (Callier et al., 2015), gastropods (Adamson et al., 2017),
fishes (Regan et al., 2017), amphibians (Donohoe and Boutilier, 1998),
reptiles (Jackson, 1968), birds (Hainsworth and Wolf, 1970), mammals
(Carey et al., 2003)]. Generally, endothermic animals induce torpor
through an initial depression of metabolic rate, and then, crucially,
maintain torpor through changes to their thermoregulatory set-points
and thermogenic metabolism (Carey et al., 2003). This renders the
mechanisms of torpor for endothermic animals inherently different
from those of ectothermic animals (Richards, 2010). But while the
mechanisms may differ, the physiological and biochemical effects are
ultimately similar; namely, reduced rates of O2 consumption, ventila-
tion, heart beat, gene expression, protein synthesis, transmembrane ion
pumping, and cell division (Guppy and Withers, 1999).

Recent advances in the metabolic control field have made it possible
to artificially induce torpid states in animals that do not naturally do so,
and then restore metabolic rate to routine levels with no apparent ne-
gative effects on physiological or neurological function (Blackstone,
2005; Cerri et al., 2013; Roth and Nystul, 2005). These techniques were
originally carried out on relatively simple animals [e.g., yeast (Werner-
Washburne et al., 1993), nematodes (Johnson et al., 1984)], but have
recently been applied to more complex animals, particularly rodents
(Cerri et al., 2013; Galicia et al., 2011; Blackstone, 2005; Tupone et al.,
2013). A variety of terms have been used for this metabolic state, in-
cluding metabolic flexibility, suspended animation and artificial hi-
bernation. Here, we have decided to use ‘synthetic torpor’, a term first
used by Cerri (2017) and defined as a reversible metabolic depression
that is artificially induced. We have chosen this term because we feel it
is the only one to sufficiently capture the key components of the phe-
nomenon: depressed metabolism and non-natural, on-demand induc-
tion.

Synthetic torpor will offer two main benefits when transporting
experimental animals aboard spacecraft on long-duration missions.
First, it will reduce the mass, volume, and power required to keep the
animals alive during the mission. Second, it will mitigate the negative
health effects of spaceflight on the animals, which, depending on the
proposed experiments, would avoid confounding results. These re-
quirements could be addressed by using animals with natural metabolic
flexibility for research beyond LEO (Griko et al., 2017), however a
wider scope of studies is made possible with artificially induced me-
tabolic depression in non-hibernating animals. This will place control in
the hands of the crewmembers, and expand the repertoire of experi-
mental animal species that can be taken aboard spaceflight missions.

We will elaborate on the advantages of synthetic torpor below, and
then discuss current technologies for inducing synthetic torpor in mice.
We focus our discussion on mice because of their widespread use in
space biology research particularly aboard spaceflight missions
(NASA, 2017a), and their current use in synthetic torpor research.

4. Advantages of synthetic torpor when transporting experimental
animals beyond LEO

The mass, volume, and power savings that come with synthetic
torpor are directly tied to the depth of metabolic depression. This depth
will vary depending on the technique used to induce synthetic torpor
(see next section), but in all cases, the savings are significant. A rela-
tively shallow metabolic depression of 80% will theoretically reduce
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food and water intake by the same amount, while a deeper metabolic
depression will reduce food and water intake even more. Deeper de-
pressions will also lessen the animal's ventilation requirements and
negate the use of lighting, which will reduce the system's power re-
quirements. The inactivity that results from torpor (natural or syn-
thetic) will also reduce the required living space for the animal.
Combined with diminished rates of food and water intake and a re-
duced need for bedding changes and habitat enrichment, transporting
experimental animals in a state of synthetic torpor should reduce mass,
volume, and power requirements by no less than 70%.

Torpor also mitigates the health problems that arise from prolonged
exposure to space radiation and microgravity, two primary hazards of
spaceflight. Space radiation is composed of the high-energy particles of
galactic cosmic rays and solar particle events, including protons, helium
nuclei, and HZE ions. This form of radiation is different than high-en-
ergy photon radiation such as x-rays and gamma rays, and corre-
spondingly, it has distinct effects on biological molecules, cells, and
tissues. These effects include direct damage to DNA and proteins, in-
direct damage to DNA and proteins resulting from the formation of
reactive oxygen species, and an overall alteration of the cell's bio-
chemistry that can negatively affect gene transcription and cell divi-
sion, and ultimately, carcinogenesis (Cucinotta et al., 2017; Durante
and Cucinotta, 2008; Zeitlin et al., 2013). Humans on Earth and in LEO
are protected from space radiation by the Earth's magnetosphere, which
deflects these high-energy particles. However, humans beyond LEO and
outside the bounds of the Van Allen Belt have no such protection, and
this is what results in radiation exposure during deep space missions.

Amazingly, torpid animals exhibit low levels of tissue damage when
exposed to ionizing radiation. Though the exact mechanism is not
known, recent data from NASA (Baird et al., 2011) along with other
studies going back over 50 years demonstrate that metabolic depression
per se reduces the damaging effects of ionizing radiation in mammals
(Barr and Musacchia, 1972, 1969; Ignat'ev et al., 2006; Lisowska et al.,
2014; Mraz and Praslicka, 1961; Musacchia et al., 1971; Smith and
Grenan, 1951). Furthermore, the significantly reduced O2 consumption
rates of torpid animals suggest that their O2 demands may be met under
hypoxic conditions. Because much of the tissue-damaging effects of
radiation arise from the reactive oxygen species produced from the
interactions of high energy particles with di-oxygen molecules
(Wilson and Hay, 2011), housing the animals in hypoxia so as to reduce
tissue O2 partial pressures may further reduce the harmful effects of
radiation.

Most of the results described above were obtained from animals
with natural abilities to induce torpor. The relevant question is there-
fore whether animals in synthetic torpor are similarly protected from
radiation damage. The results of a recent study suggest this is the case.
Mice were approximately four times more likely to survive total body
radiation exposure when in a pharmacologically induced state of syn-
thetic torpor (induced using AMP; see next section) than when in a
normal metabolic state, showing ∼80% survival at 30 days post-irra-
diation compared to ∼20% survival for control mice (Ghosh et al.,
2017). Pharmacologically induced synthetic torpor therefore appears to
bestow similar radio-protection to the animal.

The microgravity environment of space has been shown to cause
human crewmembers aboard Mir and the ISS to lose up to 2.3% of bone
mineral density per month (Cavanagh et al., 2007; Lang et al., 2004;
LeBlanc et al., 2000; LeBlanc et al., 2013; Vico et al., 2000), and similar
results have been observed in non-torpid experimental mice exposed to
weightlessness in ground-based experiments (Aguirre et al., 2006). The
extent of these losses during long-term spaceflight beyond LEO is not
known. However, it is known that animals in natural states of hi-
bernation-related torpor, such as brown and black bears following six to
eight months of hibernation, show no loss in bone mass and less muscle
atrophy than would be expected over such a prolonged period of phy-
sical inactivity (Fedorov et al., 2012; Hershey et al., 2008; Ivakine and
Cohn, 2014; Wojda et al., 2013). This suggests that animals in

hibernation-related torpor possess natural mechanisms to prevent
muscle and bone atrophy. It is not known what these underlying mo-
lecular mechanisms are, nor is it known whether they are inherent to
torpor per se and therefore present during synthetic torpor as well. This
is an important area of future research that might be done most effec-
tively aboard spaceflight missions.

There are two ways that synthetic torpor could be incorporated into
spaceflight missions. First, synthetic torpor could be used purely as a
mechanism to transport experimental animals aboard the spacecraft as
practically and safely as possible; practically, by minimizing the mass
and volume requirements of the animals and their life support systems,
and safely, by maximizing the health and survival of the animals
themselves. The animals could then be aroused at the time they were
needed for experimentation. Second, synthetic torpor could itself be
incorporated into the experiments so as to explore how the space en-
vironment (e.g., microgravity, radiation) affects the biology of a syn-
thetically torpid animal. Such experiments could serve as test beds for
possible future projects investigating topics such as human-directed
synthetic torpor (Cerri et al., 2016) and closed-loop bioregenerative life
support systems (Niederwieser et al., 2018). In either case, the primary
benefits of synthetic torpor—minimized mass and volume require-
ments, maximized animal health and survival—would be realized. This
would allow additional supplies and/or objectives to be included in the
mission, and enable certain experiments to be run that required the
animals be in terrestrial-like physiological states at an advanced point
in the mission and independent of the potentially distressing experience
of launch and/or re-entry. The benefits of synthetic torpor are therefore
clear and significant, but as the next section discusses, inducing syn-
thetic torpor is not straightforward.

5. Metabolic control techniques for inducing synthetic torpor in
mammals

The idea of placing spaceflight crewmembers in a metabolically
depressed state has been discussed since the early days of Project
Mercury (Hock, 1960). Since then, numerous biological compounds
have been touted as torpor induction triggers, including iodothyr-
onamines (Chiellini et al., 2007; Ju et al., 2011; Scanlan et al., 2004),
5′-AMP (Swoap et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2006) and the aptly named
hibernation induction trigger (Baldelli et al., 2006; Dawe and Spurrier,
1969). Efforts to translate these chemicals into synthetic torpor-indu-
cing technologies have yielded mixed results that, for various reasons,
are less than promising. Here, we will discuss three technologies that
currently do hold promise. Two of these are pharmacological technol-
ogies, while the third is feed-related. The pharmacological techniques
depress metabolic rate through mechanisms of action acting in one of
two areas, respectively: the mitochondria and the central nervous
system.

Mitochondria are obvious targets for synthetic torpor induction
techniques because they supply the cellular energy (ATP, adenosine
triphosphate) that ultimately powers the chemical reactions that com-
prise metabolism. Reducing mitochondrial activity would reduce the
rate at which ATP is supplied, consequently reducing metabolic rate.
Indeed, it has recently been shown that 13-lined ground squirrels ap-
pear to induce torpor through post-translational modifications to mi-
tochondrial enzymes of the electron transport system (ETS)
(Mathers et al., 2017). A method researchers have employed to do this
synthetically uses H2S to reversibly inhibit cytochrome c oxidase, the
terminal enzyme in the ETS that transfers electrons to O2. Inhibiting
cytochrome c oxidase halts electron flux through the ETS, dissipating
the inner mitochondrial membrane's electrochemical proton gradient
and thereby arresting (or reducing) the rate at which ATP synthase can
synthesize ATP. Using H2S, Blackstone and colleagues
(Blackstone, 2005) reduced the metabolic rate of mice by 90%, a de-
pression that enhanced survival in what are usually lethal hypoxic
conditions for mice (Blackstone and Roth, 2007). Despite cytochrome c
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oxidase being widely conserved across eukaryotic species, attempts to
induce synthetic torpor using H2S in non-mouse mammals (particularly
larger mammals) have failed (Drabek et al., 2011; Haouzi et al., 2008).
However, crucially, these studies were able to independently induce
synthetic torpor in mice (Volpato et al., 2008), verifying H2S as a viable
induction technique at least for this important experimental species.

A potential problem with inducing synthetic torpor at the mi-
tochondrial level is that it depresses metabolic rate by reducing the
supply of ATP. The long-term viability of this approach relies on a co-
ordinated and concomitant downregulation of cellular ATP demand
processes; in the absence of this, cellular ATP and ADP concentrations
would respectively decrease and increase, leading to allosteric inter-
actions with glycolytic enzymes that would increase glycolytic ATP
production rates (Hochachka and Storey, 1975). Even if these glycolytic
rates could supply enough ATP to meet cellular demand (which would
be unlikely owing to the relative inefficiency of glycolysis), the com-
bination of a finite glycolytic fuel store (glucose and glycogen) and the
accumulation of glycolysis's deleterious end-products (lactate and pro-
tons) would render this balance short-lived and unsustainable. The ATP
supply-demand balance would ultimately become mismatched, and the
inevitable result would be the animal's death (Boutilier, 2001;
Hochachka, 1986). Considerable debate exists around whether the cue
for natural torpor induction resides on the side of ATP supply or ATP
demand (see review by Guppy, 2004), with some studies presenting
evidence to suggest the former (Bishop and Brand, 2000; Bishop et al.,
2002; De Zwaan and Wijsman, 1976; Hochachka, 1985; 1982; Mathers
et al., 2017; Plaxton and Storey, 1984; Rees and Hand, 1991) and other
studies presenting evidence to suggest the latter (Caligiuri et al., 1981;
Flanigan and Withers, 1991; Robin et al., 1979; Sick et al., 1982).
Additional research is required to determine if mitochondrial-level
synthetic torpor induction is ultimately stable in terms of ATP supply-
demand balance, and if not, whether these induction techniques can be
supplemented with techniques to reduce ATP demand processes.

Synthetic torpor can also be induced at the level of the central
nervous system (CNS) by inhibiting thermoregulation in the hypotha-
lamus. Different inhibitory mechanisms have been proposed (e.g., Cerri,
2017; Cerri et al., 2013; Madden and Morrison, 2009), but one that has
proved effective and therefore received much recent attention involves
the A1 adenosine receptors (A1AR) of the hypothalamus. These re-
ceptors mediate the central thermoregulatory control circuit in the
hypothalamus (Nakamura and Morrison, 2008), which coordinates the
activation of heat-generating tissues of the body including shivering
thermogenesis, brown adipose tissue, and cutaneous vasomotion. By
coupling a low ambient temperature with a centrally administered
pharmacological A1AR agonist called 6N-cyclohexyladenosine (CHA),
researchers have been able to induce synthetic torpor in mice, rats, and
arctic ground squirrels (Jinka et al., 2015, 2011; Muzzi et al., 2013;
Tupone et al., 2013; Vicent et al., 2017). This technique can depress
metabolic rate in rats by approximately 30% at an ambient temperature
of 15 °C (Tupone et al., 2013) and presumably more so at lower ambient
temperatures. The advantage of inducing synthetic torpor at the CNS
level is that by resetting the thermoregulatory set point, whole body
metabolic rate is thermodynamically downregulated to a new, stable,
and homeostatically regulated state (a “shifted homeostasis”; see
Tupone et al., 2016) that includes both ATP supply and demand pro-
cesses.

A third technique that induces on-demand torpor in mice is non-
pharmacological and involves caloric restriction coupled with a cool
housing temperature of approximately 18 °C. Mice under these condi-
tions will naturally exhibit daily torpor within 12 h of being withheld
food (Sunagawa and Takahashi, 2016) and remain in this torpid state
for up to half of each day (Hudson and Scott, 1979). The mechanistic
site(s) of action are not fully resolved but may involve the CNS. Re-
stricted (or eliminated) caloric intake is sensed by the hypothalamus via
reduced leptin levels in the blood that result from β3-adrenergic re-
ceptor activation of white adipose tissue (Swoap et al., 2006). This

alters thermoregulation by reducing the sensitivity of the mouse's
thermoregulatory system (Sunagawa and Takahashi, 2016), enabling
body temperature to remain low and stable for prolonged time periods.
Metabolic rate during these times is depressed by approximately 70%
(Sunagawa and Takahashi, 2016). While this depression could theore-
tically be deepened by housing the mice at lower ambient temperatures,
the mice actually continue to regulate their body temperature during
these states of torpor. Hibernators do this too, but while they typically
regulate their body temperature between 3 °C and 10 °C during torpor
(Carey et al., 2003), mice regulate their body temperature at some-
where between 12 and 16 °C depending on the study (see Hudson and
Scott, 1979; Sunagawa and Takahashi, 2016). At temperatures below
this threshold, the mouse's metabolic rate is elevated beyond what
would be predicted so as to maintain a stable body temperature. The
ideal housing temperature for inducing daily torpor in mice is therefore
somewhere around 16 °C.

6. Challenges when applying synthetic torpor to spaceflight
scenarios

While these technologies are promising, there are important con-
siderations when applying them to spaceflight scenarios. First, natural
multi-day torpor bouts such as those that characterize hibernation are
punctuated with euthermic periods when metabolic rate is elevated to
routine levels, returning body temperature to ∼37 °C for a 12–24 h
period before the animal falls back into torpor (Carey et al., 2003).
These periods, called interbout arousals (IBAs), occur once every two to
21 days depending on the species and where in the hibernation cycle
the animal is (higher frequencies at earlier and later points in the cycle;
Carey et al., 2003). It is not known what signals these IBAs. Hypotheses
range from electrolyte rebalancing (Jani et al., 2013), to metabolic fuel
replenishment (Galster and Morrison, 1975) and/or waste clearance
(Serkova et al., 2007), to the repayment of slow wave sleep debt
(Daan et al., 1991). Whatever the reason, IBAs must be important to
long-term torpor bouts because they account for up to 86% of the total
energy consumed during the hibernation season (Karpovich et al.,
2009). If IBAs are similarly important to long-term synthetic torpor
bouts, they will need to be incorporated into the animal housing ap-
paratuses. However, an alternative to inducing typical IBAs is informed
by research on hibernating primates that reveals IBA use is tempera-
ture-dependent; hibernating lemurs, whose body temperatures closely
track ambient temperatures, do not induce IBAs so long as the ambient
temperature of their hibernacula periodically exceeds 30 °C (Dausmann
et al., 2004; Dausmann and Warnecke, 2016). This minimizes the steep
energetic cost of initiating IBAs while presumably providing the phy-
siological benefits of IBA (von der Ohe et al., 2007). Consistent with
this, bears, which reduce body temperature only to ∼30 °C during hi-
bernation, do not perform IBAs either (Tøien et al., 2011). Other hi-
bernating species are affected by ambient temperatures differently,
however. The golden-mantled ground squirrel (Spermophilus saturatus)
displays shortened torpor bouts (i.e., more frequent arousals) as its
ambient temperature increases (Geiser and Kenagy, 1988), and the
Australian tawny frogmouth (Podargus strigoides) arouses from torpor
when its ambient temperature rises above ∼10 °C (Körtner et al.,
2000). It is not known how animals in states of synthetic torpor will
respond to ambient temperature. If they respond like the lemurs and
bears, then periodically elevating the experimental animals’ housing
temperature to ∼30 °C may circumvent the incorporation of IBAs into
the synthetic torpor cycle; if they respond like the ground squirrels and
frogmouths, then elevating their housing temperature may be a rela-
tively straightforward way to incorporate IBAs into the synthetic torpor
cycles. In any case, further research is required.

Second, while it is known that CHA administration depresses me-
tabolic rate (Jinka et al., 2011), it does not share all the hallmarks of
naturally induced torpor (Vicent et al., 2017). This may be the case with
other synthetic torpor-inducing techniques too. How this will impact
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the potential benefits of these techniques to spaceflight scenarios is not
currently know. So long as these techniques depress metabolic rate, the
mass-, volume- and power-related benefits will likely persist. The ra-
diation- and microgravity-related protective benefits, however, will
require further research. Performing these experiments in space will
probably yield the most conclusive data.

And third, synthetic torpor will optimally benefit spaceflight sce-
narios if it can be induced in the experimental animals over prolonged
periods of time. It is not known how long the aforementioned techni-
ques remain effective over, but, at least for CHA-induced synthetic
torpor, longer-term synthetic torpor bouts (up to 24 h) require a con-
tinual administration of the compound (Jinka et al., 2015). Further
research is needed to determine whether long-term synthetic torpor can
be induced using a single dose, the scenario that would most benefit
spaceflight applications. If this cannot be done, then compound ad-
ministration systems would need to be incorporated into the spacecraft
design, and this could offset some of synthetic torpor's mass-, volume-
and power-saving benefits.

7. Conclusions

Current torpor-inducing technologies offer great potential to benefit
animal research on spaceflight missions beyond LEO, but additional
ground-based research programs are needed to optimize these tech-
nologies and their applications. Importantly, the value of this research
goes far beyond the practical transport of experimental animals to deep
space, which has been the focus of this communication. Other im-
portant and timely areas that stand to benefit from synthetic torpor
include biomedicine, human spaceflight, and more generally, NASA's
future role in space exploration. Biomedical benefits of synthetic torpor
include the reduced tissue damage and increased response times that
come with placing humans suffering from ailments such as stroke,
sepsis, and cardiac arrest in metabolically depressed states, enhancing
the probability of survival (see review by Cerri, 2017). Human space-
flight benefits of synthetic torpor are the same as those for experimental
animals; namely, mitigated negative health effects of space travel and a
reduced spacecraft size, mass, and cost. Furthermore, torpor-supporting
spacecraft infrastructure for experimental animals would serve as test
beds for human-directed torpor infrastructure. If NASA or any other
agency or company is to pursue synthetic torpor for human crew-
members—and there are good reasons to do so (see review by
Cerri et al., 2016)—this research is a necessary early step.

Finally, NASA's future role in space exploration stands to benefit
from this research because more nations and commercial agencies are
pursuing human spaceflight programs than ever before (e.g., Lele,
2013; Musk, 2017; NASA, 2017b). The ambitious goals of these pro-
grams will be achieved most quickly and safely by incorporating animal
research models into their programs’ development phases, and this may
be done most practically and inexpensively with the help of synthetic
torpor. The first agency to develop a synthetic torpor-inducing tech-
nology that is specific to spaceflight scenarios will create forward-de-
mand in an age when the global appetite for space exploration is in-
creasing, and when the technology to achieve these goals is developing
more rapidly than ever before.
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